
Below are the latest testimonials from users on WinDev Google Plus regarding our training materials. 

https://plus.google.com/communities/115716915455953896388 

 

Dave: ... then along comes the training materials from Glenn.  As a beginner, I started through the 

manual and it was pretty slow going. Then I discovered the (optional) "streaming videos" that go with it. 

Holy Crap, Marie! I'm now two hours into the training and the knowledge blanks that have been filled in 

are amazing. 

There is so much stuff in this....If you are serious about WinDev and don't rate yourself at "8" or higher, 

you will get value returned in both money and time. This is especially true if you are coming from 

Clarion. 

Glenn & I finished up our last session the other day with a short demonstration of "indirection." This is 

the first time I have understood (even a little) the purpose. I look forward to expanding on it. 

 

Wolfgang: I am really glad you got around to the Glenn's materials. Now you are cooking... and really 

fast.  My experience with WX went from one to about six/seven within a few hours with his Training 

Material. The rest came about easily because of the solid foundation work done by the Training 

Materials. 

 

Kevin: Just spent a wonderful 4 days in West Palm beach with Glenn Rathke learning the in's and out's of 

WinDev.  His knowledge of the product and programming is unsurpassed.  Was able to learn more than 

the basics in 3 1/2 days, ask questions and explore specific issues. 

 

Robert: Glenn’s training materials were key to my success in getting started with WinDev & WebDev.  I 

highly recommend using them as a WXdev beginner and as a seasoned programmer.  His examples show 

great techniques using the product. 

 

Mark: Glenn is very knowledgeable and experienced with WX, his training is efficient and effective. He 

crafted the training to meet our needs, made samples to assist us, and provided clear explanations. 

 

Arnold: The real bonus of Glenn's training is the really cool and practical code in his many example apps! 

 

John: I especially like the practical knowledge of the instructor and informal interchange among the 

participants, depth of the examples 


